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First, the distribution effectiveness has to be increased so that insurance penetration improves substantially.
This is made possible through the spread and reach to newer market segments by harnessing the large
customer base of our bank partners, corporate agents and brokers. Life Insurance Corporation had five zonal
offices, thirty three divisional offices and two hundred and twelve branch offices, apart from its corporate
office in the year  The fiscal saw the share to total in respect of First Premium Income increasing to 1. Table 
Memorize the formulas, rules, steps to solve problems, and other important details. For the life insurance
industry in general, what are the three most important things that need to change soon? Need and significance
of the study Life Insurance Corporation used Agency network for selling its products and now they changed in
to Banking Insurance and other types of marketing channels. To know the marketing and distribution channels
of Life Insurance Corporation of India 2. Earlier a lot of agents used to sell the policy which had higher
maturity tenure, but limited premium paying tenure like 30 yrs policy with 10 yrs premium payment. Shows
the number of policies and First Premium income from the traditional channel is included. In Table  In the
year under review, the CLIA network has already added Rs 1, crore worth of new business first premium
income. Now there are twenty three private insurance companies in this sector. That could soon affect new
business and market share. This would help the development officers LIC employees who are the contact
points for agents to manage their agents better and help them achieve targets. Table 6. As an insurer, of course,
necessary precautions have to be taken to minimise adverse selection or prevent frauds. Discussion and
Findings Malhotra committee, which was appointed by Government of India to study the need of private
participation in insurance sector reported that only twenty two percentage of Indian population are insured.
The agents act as link between insurer and the customer. Today Life Insurance Corporation functions with
Two thousand and forty eight fully computerized branch offices, One hundred and nine divisional offices,
eight zonal offices, Nine hundred and ninety two satellite offices and the corporate office. The information so
collected has been classified, tabulated and analysed as per the objectives of the study. Figure 5. Contribution
of each marketing channels towards the Number of Policies 90 80 70 Micro Insurance 60 Direct marketing 50
Chief Life Insurance Advisor 40 Bancassuarance 30 Conventional 20 10 0 Figure 3. Banking Insurance model
The bank insurance model BIM , also sometimes known as bancassurance, is the partnership or relationship
between a bank and an insurance company whereby the insurance company uses the bank sales channel in
order to sell insurance products, an arrangement in which a bank and an insurance company form a partnership
so that the insurance company can sell its products to the bank's client base. According to Kumaraswami , the
year brought a remarkable change in the Indian insurance sector, as a result of major structural changes like
ending of Government monopoly and passing of the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority IRDA
bill, relaxing all entry restrictions for private and foreign players to enter into the market. The other potential
source of business could be the retired Class employees of LIC. This model allows the insurance company to
maintain smaller direct sales teams as their products are sold through the bank to bank customers by bank staff
and employees as well. Table 5. Till about two years back, Iyengar used to take the Mumbai local everyday to
meet his clients, mainly employees of banks and media companies, located in South Mumbai. And the third
significant issue is creating mass awareness about insurance products and their benefits for both life and
non-life business. Chief Life Insurance Advisors The investigator analysed the marketing and distribution of
Life Insurance Corporation by Chief Life Insurance Advisors from the quantitative data drawn from annual
reports of the Corporation. Hence, LIC is looked upon by other institutions as well as by the government as a
financial giant which can step in to bail out companies which are in urgent need of bulk money for their
survival or for their developmental activities. Table 1. These clubs put together had a combined force of
around 70, club members. Under Referral model Bank provides office space for insurance companies and the
insurance agents can sit there and can sell insurance products and the staff of banks are not participating in this
activity. Second, defining product and process strategy based on extensive data analytics. Banking with
Insurance in India: Agency or Broker. The study was purely based on secondary data. In order to increase
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market presence, more number of agents should be in the field. Under Joint venture model, there involve a
comprehensive relationship between the Banker and the Insurer where banker engage in selling of insurance
products.


